Outcomes of a Modernized Compliance Program

---

**Transformative change**
Re-engineer core processes and automate the function to be more proactive and predictive; modern enterprises need top-of-the-house strategies and reliance models.

**Flexibility**
Rapidly scale up or down depending on the nature of the compliance and/or business issue.

**Increase to capacity**
Re-engineer traditional resource model and allocation methods and use deployment of technology, analytics, managed services, and offshore resources to achieve highest and best use of resources.

**New competencies**
Compliance professionals are elevated to true business partners and advisors.

**Potential cost reduction**
Cost reduction opportunities exist by creating efficiencies and seeking ways to be more effective with increased capacity across the organization through use of tools, technology, and resource allocation.

---

**Enterprise-wide view of risk and compliance**
From predicting to sensing to acting and monitoring, the lines between these formerly separate realms are disappearing quickly.